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CHAPTER-IV 

 

DHARMA AS IN MAHĀBHĀRATA 

                    

          Now I am going to deal with the concept of dharma stated in Mahābhārata. In respect 

with the dharma of Mahābhārata it may, from the outset, be stated that the dharma of 

Mahābhārata is based on the concept of varṇāśrama system. There are four varnas: 

brahmana, kṣatriya, vaiśya and śūdra. And there are four āśramas: brahmacarya, gārhastha, 

vānaprastha and sannyāsa. The nature of varṇāśrama system has been discussed earlier. 

Accordingly, to avoid repetition we shall not discuss the same here. In this context I just 

mention that in the society of Mahābhārata, we come across that the classification of varṇa 

was determined on both the basis of birth and, also on the basis of quality and professional 

efficiency. That actually varṇa should be determined on the basis of quality and professional 

efficiency is the intention of Mahābhārata. It is generally seen at that time that a person who 

was Brahmin by birth was endowed with good qualities. And accordingly, we come across 

that a child born in a Brahmin family was endowed with good qualities. Perhaps for this 

reason, varṇas were determined on the basis of birth also. But it is worthy to mention here 

that there is no absence of instances that one who is Brahmin in birth is endowed with the 

attributes of śūdra in Mahābharata. The aim of varṇadharma is that a person should perform 

his duty as per his natural aptitude and worth. In true sense of the term the classification of 

varṇa is nothing but another name of division of labour. The aim of āśramadharma is to 

proceed on man towards liberation.  

        If it is admitted that classification of varṇa is determined by birth i.e. the son of Brahmin 

is Brahmin, the son of Kṣatriya is Kṣatriya, then a question comes: on what ground were 
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Brahmin, Kṣatriya, Vaiśya and Śūdra determined first? In response to this question, there is 

no other alternative without mentioning the statement of Lord Kṛṣṇa ‗cāturvarṇyaṁ mayā 

sṛṣtaṁ guṇakarmavibhāgaśaḥ / tasya kartārm api māṁ viddy akartām avyayaṁ‘ i.e. the 

fourfold order of varṇas was created by Me according to the divisions of quality and 

professional efficiency available in bhīṣmaparva of Mahābharata.
1
 If we think that God 

Himself determined someone as Brahmin, someone as Kṣatriya, someone as Vaisya from the 

very beginning of creation at His own will, God becomes partial. Hence, if it is thought that 

division of varṇa is made on the basis of variation of quality and professional efficiency then 

it is more rational and acceptable. Moreover, it is more substantiated with the last stanza of 

the verse mentioned i.e. ‗though I am the creator of this system; you should know that I am 

yet the nondoer, being unchangeable‘.
2
  

          Draṇācārya, Aśvthāmā, Kṛpācārya were born in Brahmin family but they took the 

profession of Kṣatriya. Duryadhana, Duḥśāana were born in Kṣatriya family but they were 

Vaisya or Śūdra as per their qualities. On the other hand, Vidhura, Dharmmavyadha, 

Tulādhāra were Śūdra by birth but as far as their qualities are concerned they were great 

Brahmin. More clear to say they were the Brahmin in nature. In this context the qualities of a 

Brahmin stated in Mahābhārata may be mentioned. Brahmin is in true sense one who is 

competent to be free from attachment and anger, speaks truth and must be simple.
3
 Brahmin 

is one who considers all leaving beings as friend.
4
 Brahmin is one who is not envious to 

others; whose attitude is always calm, his treatment towards all being is equal.
5
 Brahmin is 

one who is satisfied in all circumstances.
6
 All these statements with respect to Brahmin 

implies that the Brahmin in true sense of the term were really worthy of being praised and 

honoured by the society. If one is Brahmin by birth does not possess the qualities mentioned 

above he is not worthy of being Brahmin. But one on the other hand, may be śudra by birth 

but if he possesses those qualities then he may be very much worthy of being a Brahmin.  So 
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called Brahmins were never honoured. Vidura, Dharavyādha, Tulādhara etc became 

honoured due to the fact that they were endowed with good qualities, though they were born 

in lower class. Draṇācārya, Kṛpa ware not honoured, though they were born in Brahmin 

family.
7
  

           The establishment of the sound and healthy society depends on the four fold division 

of varṇa dharma. In the like manner, the establishment of personal life depends on the four 

stages of āśrama dharma.
8
 Out of these four stages of life; the household life 

(gārhasthadharma) has been glorified in the Mahābhārata. All the duties of household life 

are regarded as vow. These vows are very great. A householder should not collect foods for 

his own. The duty of householder is to welcome and serve the guests or visitors. eating after 

end of the eating of father, mother, wife, son, servant and the guest, to lead his life with 

pleasure among the family members are glorified as the duty of a householder.
9
 To serve 

gods, guests and dependants by the honest means of earning and not to be greedy to others‘ 

property – these two principles should necessarily be obeyed by the householders.
10

  

          It has been suggested to householder to perform five sacrifices in everyday. These five 

sacrifices are: i) sacrifice for the seers (brahmayajňa) ii) sacrifice for ancestor (pitṛyajňa) iii) 

sacrifice for gods (daivayajňa) iv) sacrifice for living beings (bhutayajňa) v) sacrifice for the 

guests or people (nṛyajňa). Learning and teaching is brahmayajňa. The ceremony of offering 

our respect to ancestor is called pitṛyajňa. In this ceremony, the respect is offered to 

Brāhmaṇa, to grasses and to ancestor. Burnt offering is called daivayajňa. A householder will 

have to keep relationship with even an insect. He will have to feed them according to his 

capacity. Offering food to them with great honour before his eating is called bhutayajňa i.e. 

offering food to all living beings is bhutayajňa. To serve the guests or people is called 

nṛyajňa.
11
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           Some values as worthy to follow on the part of a householder for achieving wealth are 

mentioned in the story of Śree-vāsava. These are as follows: to perform duty as per one‘s 

efficiency, endurance, charity, sacrificial ceremony, honouring Gods and ancestors, 

hospitality, non-enviousness, simplicity, cheerfulness, controlling of sense organs, 

maintenance of wife, son, servants and dependence, cleanliness, fasting, austerity, leaving 

bed early in the morning, avoiding day-sleeping, nonviolence, abstaining from illicit sex life, 

enthusiasm, egolessness, compassion, speaking of loveable word, avoiding forbidden food, to 

give service to old man.
12

 Apart from these, some good conducts for householders have been 

suggested by Vīsmadeva in responding to the asking of Yudhiṣṭhira.
13

 And in the story of 

‗Umāmheśvara’, nonviolence (ahiṁsā), truth (satyatā), kindness to all living beings 

(sarvabhūte dayā), non-acceptance of the things which are not given (adattavastu grahaṇ nā 

karā), not taking alcohol and meat are considered as dharma of a good householder.
14

  

         All the duties of human life as mentioned above are to be performed in the stage of 

householder for the betterment of society and world. The stage of brahmacarya is the 

preparatory stage for household life. In the stage of vānaprastha and sannyāsa one, in fact, 

has to think about spiritual attainment. The welfare of the humanity is secondary in these two 

stages. A Brahmacāri, or Sannyāsin depends on householder for their livelyhood. All living 

in a word are dependent on householder. Hence, the responsibility of householder is much 

more.
15

 Householders are entitled with obtaining salvation as ultimate value by performing 

the duties. Householder life becomes the means of obtaining all things which they desire. 

There is no necessity to take Vānaprastha and Sannyāsa for salvation. In this aspect Rajarṣi 

Janaka is the great example of Mahābhārata. It has been stated that if one sincerely performs 

his own duties of any stage of life are entitled with liberation, the ultimate value of life.
16

 

That to inspire to brahmacarya or sannyāsa is not the intention of Mahābhārata is 
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substantiated by the repeated praise of the stage of householder. The utility of this stage is 

more than any other stages of life in the society.
17

  

         Service to the guests was considered as the daily activities of a householder. 

Householders should give a cordial reception to visitor even if he is enemy.
18

 Service to the 

guests was highly glorified in the society of Mahābhārata. It is stated in the Mahābhārata 

that there was no pure than the rest of food after feeding the guests.
19

 Householders are 

repeatedly advised to give shelter to refuge even if it is an animal. In the journey to heaven a 

dog was a companion of Yudhiṣṭhira. Yudhiṣṭhira did not throw out it in spite of repeated 

advice of Indra for leaving this dog. Yudhiṣŝhira told in response to the request of Indra that 

no refuge should be abandoned. To do so, is to kill a Brahmin.
20

   

         If we look at the principal characters of Mahābhārata, we come across the attribute of 

forgiveness in the character of Yudhiṣṭhira in more prominent form than any other person. 

Yayāti, just before starting his journey into the heaven advised Puru that the forbearance of 

compassionate person burns the anger of opponent. Friendliness, compassion and charity can 

conquer all.
21

 Vidura told that softness in temperament, non-enviousness to all living beings, 

forgiveness, patience and friendliness enhance the span of life.
22

 Yudhiṣṭhira described about 

the glorification of the attribute like forgiveness which is stated by Kaśyapa to Draupadi who 

was sensitive for excessive forgiveness of him: the practice of dharma becomes meaningless 

if one is not endowed with the attribute called forgiveness. Forgiveness is dharma (ultimate 

values), forgiveness is yajňa (sacrifice) and forgiveness is tapasyā (austerity).
23

 Śama and 

dama have also been glorified in many places of Mahābhārata. Especially in śāntiparva there 

are so many descriptions in respect to these two attributes. Forgiveness is talked about 

through chanting the glorification of these two attributes i.e. śama and dama. It is stated that 

forgiveness is śama (control/restrain). Śāntiparva is filled up by the advices of good attributes 

which are necessary for practicing in favour of manifestation of highest humanity. It is stated 
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that dharma in the form of dama is superior to any other dharma in the world. Dama is the 

highest vow in the fourfold stage (āśramacatuṣtaya) of life. When forgiveness, endurance, 

nonviolence, equality, truthfulness, simplicity, controlling of sense organs, effiency, softness 

in temperament, shame of the eye, fixation of mind, miserlinessless, non-anger, satisfaction, 

speaking of lovable word, maliceless, and non-enviousness come together then it is called 

dama.
24

 Though forgiveness has been glorified but it has a fault. Inconsiderate persons 

misbehave to compassionate person repeatedly.
25

 Which one is more preferable between 

forgiveness and fierceness? When Prahlad was asked by his grandson Bali in responding the 

above question, Prahlad answered that excessive none of these two i.e. to show forgiveness 

always or to show fierceness always is right.
26

  

        It has been stated that nothing is accomplished truly without reverence. Reverence is 

nothing but cordial persistence. Whatever is done with reverence is capable of giving fruit in 

extreme point.
27

 In Mahābhārata it has repeatedly been advised to abandon egotism. The 

terrible consequence of excessive egotism has been depicted in Mahābhārata. The last 

consequence of conceited Duryadhana was very pathetic. The root cause of his ill-luck is 

egotism. There are so many advices to abandon egotism in Mahābhārata. It has been stated 

that egotism is the root cause of destruction.
28

 It has been advised not to elevate admire of 

own.  Elevating admire of own is equivalent to killing of own self.
29

 Gratefulness has been 

highly glorified. It has been stated that one should be grateful to beneficent forever. To be 

ingratitude to beneficent is considered as hatred act.
30

 It has been advised to each and every 

one to perform charitable act with his best level for the mankind. In responding to the 

question that which one is more painful between charity and austerity by Yudhiṣṭhira to 

Vyāsa, Vyāsa told that nothing is more painful than charity. Man takes a great pain for 

earning wealth. Hence, to give wealth which has been earned by excessive pain to others is 

the indication of great heart.
31

 But it has been stated that this charity should be done to 
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worthy person always and excessive charity was not approved by Mahābharata considering 

the maintenance of his own family.
32

 The glorification of charity has been described in 

various ways in anuśāsanparva of Mahābhārata. Hence, anuśāsanparva is also called 

dānadharma.
33

  

         In Mahābhārata, truth as receptacle of all good attributes has also been considered as 

dharma. What is truth? And how can it be obtained? This was asked by Yudhisthara to 

Bhīsmadeva. Bhīshma in reply told that truth is dharma, truth is yoga and truth is Brahman. 

There are thirteen good attributes in truth, which are nothing but some moral values. These 

are as follows: i) Truth is something unchanged and eternal. Truth is such phenomenon which 

cannot stand in the way of any religion. It is not limited by time and space. Hence, where 

there is dharma there is truth.
34

 ii) Equality – to show the same treatment to desired, 

undesired, friend and foe. It is one kind of truth as well. iii) Controlling of sense organ – the 

state where there is no attachment and enviousness– this is one kind of truth as well. This 

truth is called dama. iv) Non-jealousy – controlling over the charitable activities and softness 

is called non-jealousy (amātsarya). It is one kind of truth also. v)  Forgiveness – one who 

adopts the attributes like forgiveness is fixed on truth. Hence, forgiveness is one kind of truth. 

vi) Shame – shame is something from which sense of obligation comes. One who is devoted 

to shame worships truth. Hence, it is one kind of truth. vii) Forbearance – the equal state to 

happiness and sorrow. One having such state is worthy of establishing in the society. It is one 

kind of truth. viii) Non-enviousness – it means to think welfare for all living beings. It is one 

kind of truth also ix) Devoted to sacrifice – it is an effort to discard the attachment from 

sensual objects. It is one kind of truth. x) Desiring wellbeing and performing honest 

ceremonial activities – this state is called āryatā. It is also one kind of truth. xi) Endurance – 

Endurance is something because of which one is situated in calm and quiet both happiness 

and sorrow. It is one kind of truth. xii) Compassion – it is one kind of truth also. xiii) Non-
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violence – to show non-anger treatment to others and thinking of wellbeing of the whole 

world is called non-violence. It is also one kind of truth.  These thirteen types of truth fulfill a 

great prototype.
35

 Generally, the proposition which corresponds to the fact is called true. But 

in Mahābhārata the meaning of truth is not that which corresponds to the fact. In 

Mahābhārata, truth is one which brings welfare for the whole world. In a certain case the 

false sentence which causes welfare of the humanity may be treated as true sentence.
36

 To say 

something which is harmful to someone, though it correspond to its fact is not permitted in 

the Mahābhārata.
37

 In this context, Kṛṣna described a story to Arjuna which runs as follows: 

A Brahmin named Kauśika was living in the bank of the river adjacent to a village. He used 

to speak truth always. One day some travelers being feared by a gang of robbers hide 

themselves for protecting their lives in a forest nearby the āśrama of this Brahmin. That gang 

of robbers following the travelers came to āśrama and wanted to know from that Brahmin 

about the travelers. The Brahmin, Kauśika showed the place where the travelers took shelter 

for protection from robbers. The robbers then killed the travelers and took all things from 

them. For this, Kauśika was sent to hell instead of heaven though he had told the actual fact 

to the robbers. Hence, the correct statement is not true; that which is stated for the sake of 

wellbeing of the all living entities is called true so far as Mahābhārata is concerned.
38

 

Dharma is the means by which all sorts of wellbeing either in this world or beyond this world 

is attained. And truth is that in which wellbeing of all living beings is embedded. And the 

conduct having embedded with truth is called dharma.
39

 These two are interrelated. There is 

no any scope of treating these two separately. 

      According to Mahābhārata, the conduct leading to the stability in this world and after 

world is dharma.
40

 The aim of practicing dharma is self-satisfaction, purification of the heart, 

stability of mankind and salvation.
41

 We come across two literal meaning of the term dharma 

in the Mahābhārata. As per one meaning dharma is constituted with the verb ‗ṛ‘ in the 
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meaning dhana and suffix ‗mak’ i.e. dharma is that from which dhana is obtained. Here, the 

word ‗dhana’ means wellbeing of both this world and beyond this world. And as per second 

meaning dharma is constituted with the verb ‗dhṛ’ in the meaning of sustaining and suffix 

‗man’ i.e. dharma is that which sustains all things i.e. the stability of mankind.
42

  

                  The dharma we come cross in Mahābharata is dynamic. In a particular situation 

that which is adharma is considered as dharma in another situation. In āpaddharma of 

śāntiparva in Mahābhārata it has been advised to change dharma in particular situation. 

Nonviolence, truth, non-enviousness etc. are great dharma but the same are considered as 

adharma in a particular situation.
43

 So it is really very difficult to determine which one is 

dharma which one is not. But it can undoubtedly be said that dharma brings wellbeing in this 

world and beyond this world. Dharma is advised for stability of mankind and for the 

purification of the heart.
44

 The ritualistic part of dharma is for purification of the heart. When 

one‘s heart becomes purified, he cannot be satisfied in performing ceremonial part of dharma 

alone. And as purified heart is in favour of obtaining ultimate value of life, dharma is means 

of the attainment of salvation.
45

  

         In reply to the question of ‗ka panthā’ raised by Yakṣḥa Yudhisthira said: logical 

arguments are inconclusive. It seems that Vedas are apparently contradictory and 

inconsistent. There is no sage whose doctrines can be taken as authoritative due to different 

opinions of them. The truth of dharma lies concealed in the dark cave of the human heart. 

Hence, the way to dharma is the one that is taken by mahājana (virtuous person) i.e. only the 

great men are capable of understanding what dharma is in real sense. At least the common 

people like us should follow the path of virtuous person.
46

  

        Sacrificial activities, study of the Veda, charity,  austerity, truth, forgiveness, 

compassion and indifferent mentality to sensual objects – these eight are described as the path 
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of dharma. Though someone may perform the first four for fame but the last four i.e. truth, 

forgiveness, compassion and indifferent mentality to sensual objects are dharma of great 

person. These are universal. The ceremonial part of the dharma may be different as per 

varṇas. But inner nature and aim of dharma are the same to all. Satisfaction of the heart, 

stability of the mankind and wellbeing of both this world and beyond this world are the aim 

of dharma. To consider distress and happiness of others as one‘s own is the ultimate dharma 

of man so far as Mahābhārata is concerned. Dharma is mental phenomenon, it is not 

something external. Whatever is external part of dharma is just only a promoter, not an end. 

Hence, thinking of wellbeing for all beings is considered as highest dharma of one. Thinking 

of wellbeing of all living beings and to keep the sense of non-anger to all beings is the 

essence of dharma. Non-anger, truth, compassion, controlling of the sense organs etc are 

considered as ultimate dharma by Manu as well.
47

  

         In the story of ‗Tulādhara and Jājali‘, Tulādhara told Jājali that he is very much 

conscious about the eternal dharma. He told that this eternal dharma is friendliness and to 

think about wellbeing for all living beings. To lead one‘s life in such a way so that no harm is 

taken place is considered as highest dharma. One who is concerned with the entire world, 

devoted in performing wellbeing of the world and engaged himself in wellbeing of the world 

by his deed, mind and speech knows the real nature of dharma.
48

 Nothing can be universal 

dharma than friendliness to all living beings and desiring well for entire world. We can come 

across in the story of Yakṣa and Yudhiṣṭhira of vanaparva that dharma in the form of Yakṣa 

introduced himself to Yudhiṣṭhira and told that fame, truth, controlling of sense organs, 

cleanliness, simplicity, sense of obligation, steadiness, charity, austerity and sexual 

abstinence – these are elements of his body. And he also told that non-violence, equality, 

tranquility, austerity, cleanliness and non-jealousy are the tools of achieving him.
49

 Sexual 

abstinence, truth, compassion, endurance and forgiveness – these are the eternal roots of 
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eternal dharma.
50

 Here, we see that dharma is called eternal and its root which is nothing but 

some moral value is eternal as well.  

         There are many verses, we find in Mahābhārata, which advise us to follow the path of 

dharma. There is no greater attainment in the world than dharma. All desire of human being 

can be fulfilled by dharma.
51

 If dharma is sustained, it protects man. And if it is not 

sustained, man and society will be ruined. Hence, one who wants to have wellbeing engages 

himself to obey the principle of dharma.
52

 It is the fact that dharma brings wellbeing not only 

in this world; but it brings the same beyond this world.
53

 In the conclusive part of the 

Mahābhārata, the Bhātatasāvitrī  is full of glorifying dharma. It has been stated in one of the 

four verses which are composed by Vyāsa for reading out to Śukadeva that he (Vyāsa) is 

announcing raising his two hands that artha and kāma can be fulfilled by dharma, but no one 

listens to him. The feeling of happiness and sadness are impermanent. But dharma is eternal. 

Hence, to leave a good act like dharma for something impermanent is not the act of an 

intelligent and wise person.
54

  

        From the aforesaid discussions, it can be concluded that and to lead our life in 

accordance with the guideline of these values is considered as dharma. Hospitality, the 

attributes like to protect one seeking for shelter, forgiveness, gratefulness, reverence, 

egolessness, charity, truth all these good attributes are glorified in Mahābhārata. Or in brief 

all values or conduct which is not censured, are regarded as dharma.
55

 The ritualistic part of 

the dharma, in fact, is for the purification of the heart.
56

 The authority of the conduct of 

honest person has been accepted in the Mahābhārata to determine dharma.
57

 In 

Mahābhārata it is stated that the way in which the honest person leads his life is dharma in 

true sense (mahājana yena gataḥ sa panthā). Nonviolence and friendliness are mentioned as 

universal dharma. It has been described that the path of dharma is true and simple. There is 

no room for artificiality in dharma. Hence, simplicity i.e. non-artificial nature of human 
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being has been considered as one of the highest dharma always. Dharma is never 

relinquished.
58

 Dharma is such a phenomenon which protects us. It ensures peace.
59

 There 

are so many advices to exercise the path of dharma. It has been stated that victory is there 

where there is dharma (yata dharmastata jaya).
60

 This sentence is the fundamental principle 

of Mahābhārata. The entire Mahābhārata is seen to be centered on this principle. The aim of 

Mahābhārata is to glorify the victory of dharma. According to Mahābhārata, not only 

welfare of the humanity but even the thinking of welfare also is considered as dharma.  
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